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Visual storytelling: Styles and standards
Grids

• The grid is the basis of well-structured publication design

Typography, Part 1

• Headlines and the impact sizing and hierarchy have on how stories are viewed

Color

• UNIFIED color philosophy, the basics of color and printing, color and typography

Photo use

• Designing with images and illustrations

Typography, Part 2

• Breakouts and other type elements

Ethics and diversity
• Story play, police mugs, manipulation of images, community representation, avoiding stereotypes

Resources for Design Center staff
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What is good design?

Good design leads, educates, 

communicates, cultivates and innovates.

The best designs do all of that, and more.
-- Becky Markovitz
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The grid
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The grid is the basis for 
well-structured design. 
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The grid
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The grid helps us to plan and 
organize the pieces of 
content on a page.

It helps us add space 
between stories, ads and 
other elements on the page 
and line things up.
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The grid

When elements are not lined 
up on the grid, or when 
different grids are used on 
the same page, it will look 
busy and cluttered. 
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The grid

Lining everything up on the 
grid removes the clutter.

Strict use of the grid will result 
in clean pages that are easy to 
navigate for our readers.



The grid
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The grid provides 
a standard of 
measurement so 
that the 
elements on a 
page have 
common 
dimensions.



The grid helps designers easily determine how much space 
should go between elements on a page. 

Tip: Blue guides are used to measure the space between 
stories on the left and right.
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The grid



The grid
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Because all 
of our 
papers use 
the same 
grid, it 
makes it 
easy to 
share 
designs.



The grid

4-column grid     

The default 
grid we use for 
most pages.
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The grid

3-column grid

Good for 
pages with ads 
and special 
pages like 
Opinion.
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The grid

6-column grid     

Only for pages 
with ads that 
are also on the 
6-column grid
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The grid

12-column 
grid

Great for 
covers with 
complex 
designs with 
multiple 
elements.
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The grid

The baseline grid

There is also a baseline grid, which 
measures the vertical space on a page. 
It is measured in 11 pt. increments

Body copy sits on the baseline grid. 

In Cue, it is called the ‘register grid’.
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What is good design?

Good page design is setting your ego aside 

to work within the brand and to let the content drive the page, 

while making the content easily accessible to the reader.
-- Ryan Hildebrandt



Headlines: Road map for readers
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Headlines serve 
four functions
• Summarize story 

contents
• Prioritize stories, 

since bigger 
stories get bigger 
headlines

• Entice readers 
into the text

• Anchor page desi
gns to help 
organize the page



News judgement and headline hierarchy go hand in hand

Understand the facts and 
context of the story
Match the tone of the story: 
Be sensitive to your topic.

Use bold, expressive type 
when it’s appropriate – but 
don’t impose it on topics 
that require more 
understated, dignified type.
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Two main headline fonts

Most, if not all, news 
stories will have bold 
display headlines

Medium headlines can 
be used on 
lighter news stories or 
feature pieces
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Headline sizes by page position

Lede centerpiece - 54-60pts
Lede - 54-72pts
Centerpiece - 36-48pts
Offlead - 30-36pts
Downpage - 30-36pts
Only screamer heads will run 
larger up to 120pts
Remember that headline 
hierarchy and point size 
considerations also apply 
to inside pages
• Headlines on inside 

pages start at 36-42pts
21



Headlines on the grid
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3-col grid

4-col gridThe number of lines a headline 
should be is based on the number 
of columns the headline runs over

Two-line headlines over the full 
width of the page should be 
avoided, with an exception for big 
news stories utilizing larger 
headlines

Editing headlines is an expectation 
for designers/page editors

Reminder: Use spell check!

If a headline is 
this wide (in columns):

1 2 3 4

Then make it 
this deep (in lines):

3-5 1-2 1-2 1

If a headline is 
this wide (in columns):

1 2 3

Then make it 
this deep (in lines):

2-4 1-2 1



Other types of headlines

Screamer heads: 
reserved for big 
news only

Standalone heads: 
24-42pts

Italic headlines
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To italicize or not to italicize

Used sparingly 
and rarely
Best for feature 
pieces
Don’t use Unify 
text bold italic for 
headlines; use 
only Display italic 
headline fonts
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When to add decks to headlines

Most readers browse the 
paper by scanning headlines

Use decks for long or 
important stories

Adding a deck to a larger 
headline with a limited word 
count allows you to keep 
important elements of the 
story in display type
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Guidelines for decks

No deck with bold headlines 
under 30pts or medium 
headlines under 36pts

Deck up to half the point size 
of the main head

Decks should not be more 
than 5 lines

The total depth of body copy 
should be at least twice the 
depth of headline 28
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What is good design?

Good design is balanced and readable ... 

it helps your eye go down the page.
-- Madison Wepfer



UNIFIED color philosophy

Highlights from
UNIFIED The Guide
The DC’s design system uses a minimalist approach to 
color, allowing color photography and illustration to 
drive design.

Color is used to create contrast and separation.

Color can be used as an entry point to help the reader 
navigate the page.

Color palette is engineered for optimal printing.

Color is not permitted in headlines, unless it’s needed 
for contrast.

Color is not something used for decorating a page, but 
instead a tool for improving the structure of a page or 
centerpiece design.

See UNIFIED The Guide for more detail.
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The basics of color

Four-color printing

In standard newspaper print 
production, color elements are 
generated with four plates on the 
press: cyan, magenta, yellow and 
black. 

Each color is layered onto the printed 
page by a different plate.
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The basics of color

UNIFIED color palette
The approved palette for use is 
“22 CMYK DC Unified Colors,” 
which you should ensure has been 
selected in the Color window in CUE 
Designer.
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The basics of color
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Colors engineered for 
optimal reproduction

All colors in the approved Unified 
palette are created by a maximum of 
three plates (out of four possible) to 
help reduce issues related to 
poor registration.

Poor registration, which is beyond the 
control of the DC, creates text that is 
difficult to read, especially small text 
and text reversed to white.



Text and color
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Headlines, drop caps, 
display type

Use of color in headlines, drop caps and 
other display text, such as pull quotes 
and labels, should be limited and 
discussed in advance.

Generally, it’s best to stick to black and 
gray or Brand Blue, especially on 
straight news pages.



Text and color
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Color type
and type on color

Use of color type or type on 
a color background or photo 
should be limited and must meet 
minimum sizing requirements to 
ensure legibility.

Keep in mind the registration 
issues discussed earlier to 
determine whether the 
pros outweigh the potential cons.

Reversed and 
color text are 
more difficult to 
read when 
registration isn’t 
perfect, which 
should be 
considered when 
deciding whether 
to use them. 
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Text and color
Contrast is key
When reversing text from a photo, be sure the 
photo has a consistent, dark background so that text 
isn’t lost in lighter areas.
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Text and color
Contrast is key
When placing black text on top of a tint block, be sure to choose swatches 
from the 22 DC Unified Colors palette and use the lightest shade of the 
color family for the tint block.

When reversing text out of color, use the one of the darker shades in the 
family.
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What is good design?

Design is like a joke. 

If you have to explain it, it's not that good.
-- Kyle Slagle



Photos
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“Photography takes an 
instant out of time, 
altering life by holding it 
still.”

-Dorothea Lange

Photo by Dorothea Lange



Photos
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Photos 
capture 
important 
moments.



Photos
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Photos provide 
information that can 
be difficult to explain 
with words.

• Emotion and 
energy

• Size and scale

• Color and light



Photos
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Hierarchy

When designing a page with multiple 
images, we should vary the dimensions 
of the images to emphasize what is 
important.

Most pages should have a dominant 
image.

Images should not compete with one 
another. 



Photos
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Standalone 
photos

Photos can 
often tell a story 
all on their own.



Photos
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Photos should not be 
flopped, rotated, 
skewed, squished, 
stretched or otherwise 
Photoshopped. 



Photos
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Photo tips

We should not 
crop photos in a 
way that omits 
information that 
changes the 
meaning of the 
photo.



Photos
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Photos
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Photo tips

It is not the best 
idea to cover up 
information in 
photos with type 
or other design 
elements.



Photos
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Photo illustrations
Photos can be transformed into 
illustrations using software like 
Photoshop.
Illustrations are good for:

• Explaining information 
visually

• Presenting a concept
• Setting a mood



Photos
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Sometimes a 
story calls for 
an original 
illustration.



Photos
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Photo 
illustrations 
come in all 
shapes and 
sizes
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What is good design?

Good design is dynamic, 

readable, digestible, purposeful.
-- Hannah Lauritzen



Display type: 
Points of interest
In addition to headlines 
and decks, there are 
other forms of display 
type on pages such as:
• Labels
• Intro text/drop caps
• Quote/breakout/info 

boxes
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Display type: Labels

Labels:
• Label what needs further 

navigation or exploration
• They can also be used to pull 

important words out of the 
headline to make it easier to 
write a headline that fits the 
space
• Enterprise label for CPs and 

other major stories only or as 
part of an ongoing series
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Display type: Intro text/Drop caps
Should not be run narrower 
than 2-cols on a 6-col grid 
(19p4)

Depth of these blocks should 
rarely be deeper than they are 
wide

Intro only on the first 1-5 
graphs of the story and replace 
paragraph breaks with bullets

Drop caps – 40% gray, 4 lines 
deep, only used with intro text
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Display type: Quotes, 
breakouts, info boxes

Breakouts/quotes- stressed for 
reader engagement

Info boxes and breakouts 
highlight data or other important 
story details

Ensure quotes or strong 
passages will engage readers
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Display type: Keep it simple

Pages shouldn’t have 
too many doodads
• Don’t overdo the use of 

labels, quotes, intro 
text and breakouts on 
any single page
• Too many of these 

items can confuse a 
reader

57
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What is good design?

(Good design is) readable; the concept drives the home the focus of the story; does 

not distract, but draws in the eye; maintains a high level of visual elements 

that create a dynamic and overall professional feeling.
-- Timothy Riethmiller



Ethics and story play

Placement 
and weight
Where you position a 
story on a page and the 
amount of real estate 
you give it should reflect 
its relative importance 
when considered with 
other content on the 
page.
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Ethics and balance
Hate speech in images
• Just as we strive to keep hate speech out of our stories, we should do the same with 

photos and images such as editorial cartoon.

Police mugshots
• Stop using police mug shots in all but the rarest of instances. These should be 

used only when, after a discussion, consensus develops that there is value in 
publishing one.

• Always look for alternatives, even when consensus develops that use of a mug 
shot would be justifiable.

• In the rare instances we do use a mug shot, never publish it as main art .
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Ethics and 
image manipulation
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When is it acceptable?

News events should be presented as they 
happened. Therefore, photos from breaking 
news events should not be manipulated in 
any way.

Rare exceptions might include more 
celebratory events, such as the presidential 
inauguration or sports championships which 
might be presented as poster pages.
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Ethics and image manipulation
When it is 
acceptable ...

Photos with news features and in-
depth or analysis pieces or pieces 
using file photos or photos shot with 
the specific intention of creating a 
special effect can be manipulated.

Stock images also can be 
manipulated. 

But they all must be labeled as 
illustrations.



Diversity 
in imagery
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Avoid stereotypes

Presenting an 
accurate reflection 
of the story and 
community is key.



Resources for Design Center staff
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Photos
Getty Images
CUE Wire pane
DC5

Inspiration
Facebook
Instagram

Teams help
Tips N' Tricks/General
CREATE newsletter
DEI channel
911 help
Unified style
Site wikis

Software
Adobe Creative Suite
NewsXtreme
Filezilla/Tips and Events
VPN

https://www.gettyimages.com/
https://dc5.gmti.com/
https://www.facebook.com/usatodaydesigncenter
https://www.instagram.com/usatdesign/?hl=en
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a8787578511344324babf7e3028023210%40thread.tacv2/Tips%2520n%2520Tricks?groupId=fcfbed8c-bc54-48b6-9bed-4d5ccf5d157b&tenantId=bc924c8d-3e16-4e88-bf26-d7fcfb14f2d5
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a1ceffa01756c4bc7a269be04ed351c26%40thread.skype/Create%2520(DC%2520Newsletter)?groupId=f7987fc1-c11e-415f-b384-c0c582f08fbe&tenantId=bc924c8d-3e16-4e88-bf26-d7fcfb14f2d5
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a522452ffb1f44d918666e28c4f1d3313%40thread.tacv2/General?groupId=231ad8c4-87cd-4a88-bfa9-901c81eaf98e&tenantId=bc924c8d-3e16-4e88-bf26-d7fcfb14f2d5
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/team/19%3ad8a6d12f63a24ced80af50399a4c86c0%40thread.skype/conversations?groupId=c16d3b3c-628c-46ff-bb92-a1e0b46eeda3&tenantId=bc924c8d-3e16-4e88-bf26-d7fcfb14f2d5
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3aa73a3d6b8a0e4c5b81ae34332fa46e46%40thread.skype/Unified%2520Style?groupId=f7987fc1-c11e-415f-b384-c0c582f08fbe&tenantId=bc924c8d-3e16-4e88-bf26-d7fcfb14f2d5
http://giadc-nx.eop.gci/NX/login.aspx?Re-turnUrl=%2fNX%2fdefault.aspx


Questions?

Thank you!







MAIN SLIDE
Overall intro

quote slide
Presentation order (yes?):
David on grids

quote slide
Amy on type: headline and hierarchy

quote slide
GW on color

quote slide
Elora on photo display

quote slide
Amy on type: other elements/breakouts

quote slide
GW on ethics and diversity

quote slide
Elora (?) on resources

Next slide here is overall intro to the whole presentation. Please edit or add for your sections.

I'm thinking we each need a set up page similar to the one below labeled "Color" to hit the main points of 
what each of the section covers. Thoughts?
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Color

UNIFIED color philosophy
The basics of color
• UNIFIED palette
• Four-color printing
• Colors engineered for optimal reproduction
Color and typography
• Headlines, drop caps, display type 
• Use of color type and type on a color background or photo
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Ethics and diversity 

How are ethics and diversity part of design?
• Ethics

* Story play
* Represent the entire story
* Hate speech in photos
* Public safety guidelines and provided police mugs
* Manipulation of images

• Diversity in imagery
* Community representation
* Avoiding stereotypes
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Photos
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Photo 
illustrations 
come in all 
shapes and 
sizes


